Resources around the World on Teaching with Case Studies

**European Case Clearing House**

http://www.ecchatbabson.org/

The ECCH distributes cases from many business schools, holds workshops on case teaching and on case writing and lists other case workshops of different business schools.

**Harvard Business School**

The following website is addressed to students and explains the rationale for HBS’s extensive use of the case method: [http://www.hbs.edu/case/index.html](http://www.hbs.edu/case/index.html)

This website is from the HBS Publishing unit: [http://www.hbsp.harvard.edu/b01/en/cases/cases_home.jhtml](http://www.hbsp.harvard.edu/b01/en/cases/cases_home.jhtml)

In addition to all the case products listed, you can get information here about registering as an Educator, which will allow you to browse the case studies available and review samples without cost.

Harvard usually offers a case teaching workshop once a year, often in September, and a short case writing workshop in the summer. Information is on their website.

**Other Schools that Produce Cases**

**Darden School, University of Virginia**

http://store.darden.virginia.edu/ecustomer_enu/start.swe?SWECmd=Start

The Darden Store sells videos, multimedia cases, print cases, simulations and other interactive teaching tools.


**IMD, Lausanne**: See European Case Clearing House’s (ECCH) website for cases from IMD.

**INSEAD, Fontainebleau**: [http://www.insead.edu/facultyresearch/teaching_tools/index.htm](http://www.insead.edu/facultyresearch/teaching_tools/index.htm)

**John F Kennedy School of Government**: This website describes the Case Study Program “Case Studies in Public Policy and Management”: [http://www.ksgcase.harvard.edu/](http://www.ksgcase.harvard.edu/) (Vast resources, analogous to the HBS cache but focused on the public sector).

Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning
Stern School of Business
Richard Ivey School of Business, University of Western Ontario, Canada:
http://www1.ivey.ca/cases/
They have a user friendly website. Teaching Faculty can register for free case downloads. They have over 2000 cases – many are shorter and less complex than the typical HBS cases.

Stanford Graduate School of Business:
http://gobi.stanford.edu/cases/
Many Stanford cases are sold through Harvard Business School Publishing. Others are available through this site.

CITL Website on Teaching with Case Studies
Our CITL website has a select section of articles about case teaching, including a copy of this handout: See http://www.stern.nyu.edu/Faculty/citl/articles/general.html

Recommended Readings on Discussion Teaching

This is written by professors primarily at Harvard Business School, so the focus is on case discussion. All the chapters discuss discussion leading, from how to do it to reflections on the first time one tried to do it. One chapter focuses on listening and questioning; another on the implicit teaching/learning contract, one on the peer observation process, one on participation and what you can tell from student participation, etc. One chapter discusses ethics in the discussion process. One chapter is about teaching technical material. The book is not prescriptive; rather, it is discursive.